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The end of the fast breeder program:

http://www.chernobylcongress.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/Baverstock_How_the_UN_work

s.pdf

> In about 1980 Gian-Carlo Pinchera, an Italian nuclear physicist, showed that fast reactors 

were inherently unsafe. That single conference paper led to the almost total abandonment of 

the fast breeder programme. (...) he warned “beware the dying kick of the nuclear advocates.” 

This is what we see today but maybe they are not dying!  quote by Keith Baverstock.

http://www.chernobylcongress.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/Baverstock_How_the_UN_works.pdf
http://www.chernobylcongress.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/Baverstock_How_the_UN_works.pdf
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More of Häfele: "Technischer und wirtschaftlicher Stand sowie Aussichten der Kernenergie in 

der Kraftwirtschaft der BRD" http://bibliothek.fzk.de/zb/kfk-berichte/KFK1430.pdf PAGE 50:

translation on page 3

"In the early American development of fast breeders (1945 - 1959) considerations reactor 

neutrons with short lifetime (10 ^ 7 sec) played  a large role (Bethe, Fermi, Teller), 

because with such rapid neutron lifetime, steep reactor excursions are possible, then because 

of its steepness in Principle for the release of large quantities suitable for mechanical 

destruction are likely"

"The set configuration of a fast reactor cores of principle neutron-physical reasons, not the 

configuration of highest criticality. Rather, a down or molten core, a core, whose center is 

emptied of sodium

is to be well above critical. Then it could lead to the release of large amounts of 

energy, which of course come from the negative double coefficient itself clearly.

MORE: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0017931069901148

AND: http://bibliothek.fzk.de/zb/kfk-berichte/KFK1020.pdf page 59: "Boiling of the coolant 

in the sodium-cooled fast reactions"

Japan's minister Hosono has announced his opinion concerning Abolition of Fast Breeder 

reactor "MONJU": http://mainichi.jp/select/wadai/news/20111127ddm003040168000c.html

http://mainichi.jp/select/wadai/news/20111127ddm003040168000c.html
http://bibliothek.fzk.de/zb/kfk-berichte/KFK1020.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0017931069901148
http://bibliothek.fzk.de/zb/kfk-berichte/KFK1430.pdf
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From http://www.life-upgrade.com/DATA/Superphenix-GianCarlo-Pinchera.pdf – PAGE 49:

TRANSLATION (Véronique G. ): „The masters : Giancarlo Pinchera“

Chemistry engineer, communist, he specialized in nuclear engineering in the USA , frequenting 

the Los Alamos laboratories which closed their doors to him in the middle of the Cold War.

Between 1965 and 75, he worked as a researcher at Cnen, the newly instituted National 

Committee for Nuclear Energy.

During these years he is in charge of security at the Casaccia Research center, at Superphénix 

project in France, and becomes responsible for Energy matters at PCI [probably Italian 

Communist Party]. He gets to know ecology litterature, from the Club de Rome reports to texts 

by Barry Commoner et Amory Lovins. Then arrise his first doubts about nuclear energy, with 

his thoughts about risks and costs linked to the atom policy and about the recurring Italian 

inefficiency. Then he drops his positions favorable to nuclear energy, which becomes one of the 

most discredited environmental techniques in Italy and abroad, until his death on 9/2/1995. 

http://www.life-upgrade.com/DATA/Superphenix-GianCarlo-Pinchera.pdf
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LINK:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axWudT8eEYk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axWudT8eEYk

